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$1. INTRODUCTION 
Two GROUPS of considerable importance in statistical mechanics and quantum field theory 
are: 
(I) the group of implementable automorphisms of the canonical anti-commutation 
relations (CAR) over a complex Hilbert space H; 
(2) the group of implementable automorphisms of the Clifford algebra over a real 
Hilbert space E. 
In this paper we introduce some natural generalisations of these groups and develop an 
index theory for each. A corollary of our work will be an alternative derivation of the 
“index” for real, skew-adjoint, Fredholm operators, originally obtained by Atiyah and 
Singer [2]. 
We defer the motivation for the work until later in the introduction and proceed directly 
to the definitions of the groups, which we divide into two categories according to whether 
the space on which the operators of the group act is complex or real. 
To define the group of real linear operators, suppose that we are given: 
(1) a real, separable Hilbert space E; 
(2) a complex structure J on E, which satisfies 
JZ=_], J*=-J; 
(3) a separable symmetric ideal G of real linear operators on E. 
We then define 
Lr = { 0 10 orthogonal on E with 0 + JOJ E 6). 
We equip c’ with the metric 
~(01~ 0,) = Ito, - 02) - J(0, - OJJI + I(0, - 0,) + J(0, - 02)JI,. 
For the definitions and properties of symmetrically normed ideals we refer to Gohberg 
and Krein]8]. Here we need only note that an ideal in the ring of bounded operators on a 
complex Hilbert space is symmetrically normed if it is complete in the topology induced by 
a symmetric norm 1 . Iz, 
IASBI, < IA I ISI, IBI 
for all S in Z and all bounded operators A and B. Furthermore, the symmetric norm of an 
operator S depends only on the singular values of S (i.e., on the eigenvalues s,(S) of 
(S * S)’ ‘) via IS/, = @(s,(S), sz(S), . I .). w h ere 0 is called a symmetric norming function. 
Since singular values are also well defined for real linear operators on a real Hilbert space, 
we can define a symmetrically normed ideal of such operators by using the same symmetric 
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norming function. Thus, to each Q there correspond symmetrically normed ideals of 
complex operators on a complex space and real operators on a real space. We will use the 
same symbol G for both, hopefully without causing confusion. Examples of symmetrically 
normed ideals are the spaces ZjP, 1 <p < co, consisting of all compact operators whose 
singular values are p-summable, and, in particular, the spaces G, and s2 consisting of 
nuclear and Hilbert Schmidt operators respectively. 
To define the groups of complex linear operators, suppose that we are given: 
(1) a complex, separable Hilbert space H; 
(2) a pair of complementary self-adjoint projections, P, and P_ , on H, 
P++P_=l, 
each of which has infinite dimensional range; 
(3) a separable symmetrically normed ideal G in the ring of bounded operators on H; 
(4) an anti-unitary operator r on H which satisfies 
for all f, g E h, (1.1) 
l-2= 1, (1.2) 
ri = - ir, (1.3) 
rp, =P_r. (1.4) 
We then define 
Y = {GIG and G-r bounded on H, P,GPT E 6}, 
@ = (UlU unitary on H, P, UP, E 61, 
.@r = (U/IU unitary on H, Pt UP, E 6, TU = LT>. 
We equip 9 with the metric 
P(G,, G2) = IP+(G, - G,V’+) + If’-(G, - G,)f’-I+ P+(G, - G,)P-I,+ IPAG, - W’,~, 
where I . IG denotes the symmetric norm on G and 1.1 is the usual operator norm. Both % 
and %!r inherit their topologies from 9. 
Note that the elements of Ce are generalised Wiener-Hopf operators in the sense of 
Devinatz and Shinbrot[S]. 
Now form the direct sum: H = E @ E and equip H with the complex structure 
Let P, and P_ denote the orthogonal projections onto the first and second components 
of the direct sum. Lastly, let 
This operator satisfies conditions (1. I)-( 1.4). 
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Moreover the map p : 0-4~~ defined by 
p(O) =: 
0-JOJ O+JOJ 
O-tJOJ 0-JOJ > 
is an isometric isomorphism. The inverse map is given by 
p -l(U) = A + B, U = E 4Yr (see Araki[l]). 
Our aim in this paper is to construct an index map for each of these groups. By this we 
mean that, for each group X, we seek a homomorphism t’X from X onto a quotient group 
of the integers Z with the property that two elements K,, and K, in X can be connected by 
a continuous curve in K, 
if and only if 
S-+K,, O<S<l, 
;.&I) = ;,(K,). 
Immediate consequences of this property are that: 
(1) the connected components of X are the sets on which i, is constant; 
(2) the connected component containing the identity of X is 
(3) the canonical map 
induced by LX is an isomorphism. 
The results of this paper are motivated by our earlier work[3] (henceforth referred to 
as CHOB) in which we constructed an index for %!‘, so it is perhaps worthwhile to begin 
by summarising our earlier results into a lemma, a definition, and a theorem. Firstly, let 
H, = P+H. 
LEMMA 1 .l If U E @, then P, UP, is a Fredholm operaror on Hi and 
Consequently, 
ker Pi UP, = U*(ker P, U*PT). 
dimkerP,UP* =dimkerP,U*P,. 
The fact that P,UP, is Fredholm is crucial, but its proof is elementary. Since 
we find 
u*u = 1= uu*, 
(Pz u*p,)(p, UP,) = P* - (P+ VP,)(P, UP,), 
(Pt UP,)(P, U*P+) = P, -(P, UPT)(P, u*pT), 
so P,UP* is invertible on H, modulo 6, which shows that P+UP, is Fredholm. 
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Definition 1.2. For any U E ‘II, let 
n,(U)=dimkerP,UP. 
and 
In view of the lemma, 
i*(U) = n+(U) -n_(U). 
n,(U) = n,(U*), 
cl 
so i&(U) is just the Fredholm index of P, UP+. Furthermore, for any Ug and c’, in ‘2, 
P+(U,,U,)P = (P* U,P,)(P, U,P,) modulo 5, 
so Atkinson’s theorem[5] gives 
Thus, i,# is a homomorphism of %! into Z. 
THEOREM 1.3. “% is a complete metric space. The map iB : 4!+Z is an index map for 4%. 
To see why an index map for 0 must necessarily involve a “mod 2” index we prove. 
THEOREM 1.4. 0 has the homotopy type of the homogeneous space C(~)/~~(co). In 
particular x,(0)-Z,. 
Here 0(co) and ?&(co) denote the stable orthogonal and unitary groups respectively (see 
Milnor[l l] where the homotopy groups for cO(cr,)/4?(00) are given). 
The index map i, : O+Z, is defined by 
i,(O) = dim, ker (0 - JOJ). 
Here we are regarding E as a complex Hilbert space (with complex structure J) so that 
the subscript @ refers to complex dimension. 
THEOREM 1.5. 0 is a complete metric group and i, : c”+Zz is an index map for C. 
The point at issue here is the continuity of iC. We will show in $3 that the non-zero 
eigenspaces of 0 - JOJ carry a representation of a Clifford algebra over a real 2 
dimensional space, generated by J and the polar part of $(O + JOJ). Thus if 
dim ker(0 - JOJ) changes, it does so in jumps of 2 complex dimensions. 
Theorem 1.5 was motivated in part by a statistical mechanical application[lO]. There 
the mod 2 index for real skew-adjoint Fredholm operators[2] arises naturally and 
suggested to us that Theorem 1.5 may in fact be related to the following result: 
THEOREM 1.6. (Atiyah-Singer [2]). The set B of real skew-adjoint Fredholm operators 
on E has two connected components. The map 
F-+dim ker F(mod 2), F E 9 
is continuous and serves to distinguish the components. 
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We give one argument deriving Theorem 1.6 from Theorem 1.5 in the final section. 
We also obtain results analogous to Theorem 1.3 for the group 9. Here P, GP, is a 
Fredholm operator on H, , because 
(P,GP,)(P,G-‘P,)= P, modulo 6, 
(P,G-‘P,)(P,GP,)= P, modulo 6, 
and the map 
G +Fredholm index of P+GP+ 
is a homorphism of 9 onto Z. To prove that iy labels the connected components of 9, 
we show that every G is connected by a continuous curve in Q to the unitary factor in 
its polar decomposition. In fact, & is a deformation retract of ‘9, so we obtain the following 
result. 
THEOREM 1.7. 9 is a tdpological group in the metric topology and iy : Q+Z is an index 
map for 3. 
Since 0-92,. c 42 c 3, 0 and 42 inherit their topological group structure from 9. 
Using the fact that 42 is a Banach Lie group (see CHOB) it follows from 0--4, that 0 
may be regarded as a Lie subgroup of 92. Its Lie algebra is given by the real skew adjoint 
operators A on E such that JAJ + A E 6. 
For the remainder of the introduction we will outline how these groups arise in 
statistical mechanics and quantum field theory in the special case in which G is chosen to 
be the ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, &. 
Let 9I denote the C*-algebra of the CAR over H, generated by the set 
{Q*<fh aU)lfE H}, 
whose elements satisfy 
d_fla*k)+a*kbCf)=Cfg), f,gEH. 
To each unitary U on H, there corresponds an automorphism of 9, defined by 
aU)+a(Uf), a*(f)+a*(Uf). 
Such automorphisms are called Bogoliubov transformations. 
Given the orthogonal projection P_ on H, we define a state o on 9 by 
o(a*Cf) . . . a*U,)ak,> . . . da)> = L Wa, P-A), 
and use the Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal construction to obtain a representation II of 9’. This 
representation is irreducible. We say that a Bogoliubov transformation U is implementable 
in rr if there is a unitary operator T(U) on the Hilbert space of II such that 
r(U)n(ay)>r(U)* = n(a(U’)), for allfE H. 
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Our definition of the group % is prompted by the well-known theorem of Friedrichs[7] 
and Shale and Stinespring[l4], which asserts that a Bogoliubov transformation U is 
implemented if and only if 
A similar situation arises in connection with automorphisms of Clifford algebras. 
Let E be an infinite dimensional real, separable, Hilbert space. Denote by %? the Clifford 
algebra over E, characterised by the requirements: 
(1) % is a C*-algebra with identity: 
(2) there is a linear map c from E to the self-adjoint part of %? which satisfies 
c(u)* = /uI(* for all u in E; 
(3) c(E) generates % as a C*-algebra. 
If 0 is an orthogonal transformation on E, then we can define an automorphism of 
%? by specifying its action on C(E): 
c(o)-+c(Ou), u E E. 
Automorphisms of this form are also called Bogoliubov transformations. To each complex 
structure J on E, satisfying 
J*= - 1, J*= -J, 
there corresponds an irreducible representation r of % as described, e.g. by Shale and 
Stinespring [14]. We say that a Bogoliubov transformation 0 is implementable in z if there 
is a unitary operator r(O) on the (complex) Hilbert space of r such that 
r(O)r(c(u))r(O)* = r(c(Ou)) for all u E E. 
Shale and Stinespring proved that the only implementable Bogoliubov transformations are 
those for which (0 + JOJ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Thus, when 6 = G2, Co is the 
group of implementable Bogoliubov transformations of the Clifford algebra over E. 
We note that Theorem 1.5 has been described in this case by Segal[l2]. 
We remark that the connection between 0 and Q arises from the requirement of gauge 
invariance. If J is a complex structure on E then the one parameter group 8 +exp J&f3 E R, 
is the gauge group. Operators commuting with the gauge group are said to be gauge 
invariant. In particular, gauge invariant orthogonal operators on E are unitary when E 
is regarded as a complex Hilbert space with complex structure J. 
Now let P, be as above and define J, = J(P+ -P_), a new complex structure on E. 
Then % (defined by the conditions P, UPT E 6,) is the gauge invariant subgroup of the 
orthogonal operators 0 on E such that 0 + JIOJ, E Gz. 
We intend to investigate applications of the results of this paper to statistical mechanics 
(see Ref. [lo]) and quantum field theory elsewhere. 
52. HOMOTOPY TYPE OF 0 
Let X denote the set of all complex structures on E which differ from J by an element 
of 6. Equip X with the obvious topology arising from the metric: IJ, - J&. If J, E X and 
0 E 0 then 
OJ,O’- J, = - J,(O + J,OJ,)OTe 6, 
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so that 0 acts on % by J,-+OJ,O’ and this action is easily seen to be continuous. If J, E S 
there is an orthogonal operator 0 on E with OJ,O’= J,. But then 
0 + J,OJ, = 0 + 0J2J, = O(J, - J,)J, E G 
so that 0 E B proving that 0 acts transitively on 57. The isotropy group of J is clearly the 
group of unitary operators on E regarded as a complex Hilbert space with complex 
structure J. Write @(E, J) for this group and recall by Kuipers theorem191 that it is 
contractible. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 Every 0 E 0 can be written 0 = U(I + A’), X E 6, U E %(E, J). 
Proof. Let T = UlT,l be the polar decomposition of T,( = i(O - JOJ)) where the 
isometric part U is extended to be an operator in &(E, J) by defining it to be an isometry 
from ker T, onto ker T:. Then 0 = U(lT,I + U*T,) where T, = i(O + JOJ) E G and 
IT,1 = (1 - T~Tz)“‘. F rom the inequality I( 1 - p2)‘12 - IIQ~forO<~<lwededucethat 
- I +IT,IEG so that by letting X= - 1 + IT,1 + U*T, the proof is completed. 0 
An immediate corollary of this result is that 0 is equal to the product ccIz. 42(E, J) where 
Cc, is the group of orthogonal operators on E of the form I + X with X E G and hence 
6, also acts transitively on X. Define %e = aG n Q(E. J) so that !Z is homeomorphic to 
o&S!‘,. 
Now 0&j&S is known (see de la Harpef4] pp. III. 6-7) to be homotopy equivalent to 
lim 0(co)/%(co) = - 0(2n)/U(n). On the other hand 0 is a Banach Lie group and @(E, J) 
is a Lie subgroup so that the map 6J49/C&(E, J) z X makes 0 a locally trivia1 (principal) 
fibre bundle over %. But a locally trivia1 fibre bundle with contractible fibre over a 
paracompact base is known to have the homotopy type of the base. Putting these 
observations together proves Theorem 1.4. 
$3. INDEX FOR 0 
In view of the previous section Theorem 1.5 will be established provided we can show 
that the map iC : O+dim, ker (0 - JOJ) (mod 2) is continuous from 0 to Z,. 
The proof is essentially a variant of the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [2]. Let 0 E 0 with 
T, = i(O - JOJ), T, = f(0 + JOJ). Then there is a S > 0 such that TTT, has no spectrum 
in [0,6]. Moreover we can choose .S > 0 with 6 - 6 > 6 and a neighbourhood JV of 0 such 
that 0’ E JV implies 
(a) T;*T; has no spectrum in (~,6 - c)(T; = i<O’ - JO’J); 
(b) /IT;*T; - T,~:jj < 6. 
Let Q be the spectral projection of T;* T; onto [0, C] and let K be the orthogonal projection 
of E onto ker TTT, = ker T,. Then we claim that K defines a vector space isomorphism 
of QE onto ker T]. For, if v E QE fl(1 - K)E and /Iv 11 = 1 then 
contradicting (b) above. Thus K is 1 - 1 on QE and if K is not onto ker T, then we can 
find t’ E ker T, fl (QE)l with /lo 11 = 1. But then 
(v, T;*T; - T:T,v) > 6, 
again contradicting (b). Now the identities 
TOP Vol. 22. No. 4-E 
T:T,+ T:T,=[= T,T:i T,T: 
T:T2+ T*T,=O= T,T;+ T,T: 
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show that TFT, is skew adjoint and moreover leaves the non-zero eigenspaces of TYT, 
invariant. Applying these two facts to T;*T; we observe that on (ker T;)’ n QE, 
(c) T;*T; has trivial kernel and is J-anti-linear; 
(b) the isometric part of its polar decomposition J’ say, satisfies J2 = - 1, J’* = - J’ 
and J’J = - JJ’. 
Thus J and J’ provide a representation of a real 2-dimensional Clifford algebra on 
(ker T;)’ Ll QE. It follows therefore that (ker T;)’ I-I QE has even complex dimension. 
Consequently 
dim, ker T, = dim, ker T’, (mod 2) 
so that i, is constant on N. The result now follows. 
$4. INDEX THEORY FOR Y 
In this section we will prove three lemmas which imply Theorem 1.7. 
LEMMA 4.1. Y is a topological group, in the topology induced by the metric 
Proof. The closure of Q under multiplication is straightforward as is its continuity. To 
see that $9 is closed under inversion, we use the identities 
P,GP,G-‘P,.+P,GPTG-‘P, =O, (4.1) 
P,G-‘P,GP, +P,G-‘PTGPt = P,, (4.2) 
which follow trivially from 
GG-’ = 1 = G-‘G. 
Multiply (4.1) on the left by P,G -‘P, and then use (4.2) to obtain 
P,G -‘P, = P,G-‘PTGP+G-‘PT - P,G-‘P,GP,G-‘PT. 
Both terms on the right hand side lie in 6. 
To demonstrate the continuity of inversion, consider a sequence {G,} which converges 
to the identity. For sufficiently large n, the operator P, G,P+ will have a bounded inverse 
on H,, so we obtain from (4.1) that 
PkG,-‘Pi = - (P,G,P+)-V,G,P~)(P~G,-IP,). 
The r.h.s. converges to zero in 6, so {G,-‘} converges to the identity in the p metric. 
LEMMA 4.2. If R is a positive operator in 9, then R” is also in 9 for any a 2 0. 
Proof. We may suppose that R has been scaled so that 
O<RcI. 
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We will write 
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R” = (1 - (1 - R))“, 
expand the power in a binomial series, and prove that the series converges in Y. Let 
T=l-RR, O<T<l. 
Then certainly T lies in 9. We can use induction on n to establish that T” is also in 9 for 
any n 2 0 and that 
It follows that the sequence {I$} with 
Bj= i (-1)” p, T”p,, 
n=O 
is a Cauchy sequence in Q, because 
-+O as j,k+co. 
The limit of the sequence is P, (1 - T)“P? and must lie in 6 because G is complete. Hence 
R” lies in ‘9. 
LEMMA 4.3. Q is a deformation retract of 9. 
Proof. Let G = UlGl be the polar decomposition of G into a unitary U and a positive 
operator ICI. Since lGlz = G*G lies in $9, it follows from Lemma 2.2. that ICI is also in 
9. Hence 
is a curve in Y connecting G to U. 
It now follows that any G is in the same connected component of $9 as the isometric 
part of its polar decomposition. Thus, the index theory for %! and the standard theory of 
Fredholm operators lead immediately to Theorem 1.7. 
65. INDEX THEORY FOR F 
In this section we will show how the index for real, skew-adjoint Fredholm operators, 
obtained by Atiyah and Singer, can be deduced from our index theorem for 0. To see why 
such a link might exist, recall that every skew-adjoint operator Ton E with ITI G 1 defines 
a representation of the Clifford algebra 9?, which is a factor if dim ker T is even, but which 
decomposes into non-quasi-equivalent factors when dim ker T is odd and 1 - 1 TI E 6, [ 131. 
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Thus, the mod 2 index of real, skew-adjoint Fredholm operators enters naturally into the 
representation theory of %. 
Throughout this section W will denote the ring of bounded operators and S will denote 
the ideal of compact operators. 
Let V denote’ a real, separable Hilbert space and 3 the set of real, skew-adjoint 
Fredholm operators on V. Let 9 denote the subset of 9 consisting of those operators with 
norm one and essential spectrum ( + i} when regarded as operators on V @ C. We begin 
with the following lemma proved by Atiyah and Singer[2]. 
LEMMA 5.1. 9 is a deformation retract of 9. 
Proof. Let p denote the homomorphism from B onto the Calkin algebra, S/G, 
For any F in 8, 
!p(F)-‘l = inf less spec FI, 
and this is a continuous function of F. Deform B onto the subset 4 with 
inf less spec F( = 1 by 
F++F(l -cx++(F)-‘()-I. 
NOW choose a symmetric deformation rl H ;C, of the imaginary axis onto the closed interval 
[ - i, + il. Then F H A,(F), 0 < (I d 1, deforms JZ? onto 9. 0 
Construct the direct sum 
and let Q : E + V denote the orthogonal projection onto the first term of the direct sum. 
We represent elements of E as two component column vectors and operators on E as 2 x 2 
matrices. Define a complex structure on E by 
J= 
0 1 ( > -1 0’ 
LEMMA 5.2. For any D in $8, the operator 
o= D (1 - DD*)“* 
(I - D*D)“* D 
is orthogonal on E and is contained in 0. Furthermore, 
i,(O) = dim, ker (0 - JOJ) = dim ker D. (5.1) 
Proof. The orthogonality of 0 follows trivially from the skew-adjointness of D. A short 
calculation gives 
;<o + JOJ) = (, _ ,4,,,;* ( (’ - y*)“’ 1 .
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The operator (1 - D *D)“’ is necessarily compact, because its image in the Calkin algebra 
is self-adjoint and has for its spectrum the essential spectrum of (1 - D *D)‘12 (which is the 
set (0)) and so must be the zero operator. Hence 0 E 6. A second calculation gives 
f(0-JOJ)= z E , 
( > 
from which (5.1) clearly follows. 
We know that any pair, F,, and F,, can be connected in S if and only if the 
corresponding retracts, Do and D,, can be connected in 9. We will now show that this is 
possible if and only if the corresponding orthogonal operators on E, 0, and 0,, can be 
connected in 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Do and D, be arbitrary elements in 9 and O. and 0, the corresponding 
orthogonal operators in 0, constructed as in Lemma 5.2. Then Do and D, can be connected 
by a curve, 
continuous in the uniform topology of 9, if and only if O. and 0, can be connected by a 
continuous curve in 0. 
Proof. Firstly, suppose that Do and D, can be connected. Because any continuous path 
in 9 can be continuously deformed into 9, we may assume that D, lies in 9 for all tl. 
Construct the curve 
(1 - D,D,* 
D, 
> 
) O<d<l. 
Lemma 5.2 shows that the curve lies in 0. It is clearly continuous and connects O0 to 0,. 
Secondly, suppose that O,, and 0, can be connected by a continuous path in 6, 
F,=;Q(O,--JO,J)Q, O<a< 1, 
and 
Dj=;(F,-FT), O<o< 1. 
Then 3 H D, is a continuous curve in 9 connecting D, and D,. 0 
Combining Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 with Theorem 1.5, we obtain the Atiyah-Singer result, 
Theorem 1.6. 
Remark. A connection, similar to that between c and 9 exists between @ and the 
space of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators (on a complex Hilbert space) which are neither 
essentially positive or essentially negative (terminology as in [2]). 
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